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Summary

AllCloud is the leading Cloud Solutions Provider, Amazon Web Services Premier Partner, Salesforce Platinum Partner, Google Cloud Partner with over 1000 customers across segments.

ClickDeploy offers a full spectrum of deployment capabilities, from org-to-org migration to full source control and continuous integration. With ClickDeploy, AllCloud is able to release changes 10x faster and with less errors. The effortless deployment process allows AllCloud team to spend less time on deployment and more time focusing on delivering business value for their customers.

How ClickDeploy helps

The fast and intuitive UX allows the team to get started in minutes with virtually zero learning curve. The easy-to-use filtering allows components to be selected extremely quickly. The ability to copy, clone & reuse changes makes it effortlessly simple to migrate metadata between environments.

Not only does ClickDeploy increase the speed and eliminate multiple deployment iterations, the tool also provides full visibility of the metadata differences between environments which enables change review process to be conducted easily prior to each deployment to production.

As Salesforce consultants who work with many organizations and often perform multiple deployments a week, using ClickDeploy, the team is able to save hours and days and spend that time instead on what matters the most - deliver innovations and making their customers successful.

Would you recommend ClickDeploy?

“ClickDeploy is indeed 10x time faster than using regular CS. It allows you to compare changes, to clone existing deployments and most importantly, no need to wait for upload between orgs - no need more ping pong between sandboxes when you fail to deploy - just fix and deploy again.

A must have tool for any user who has deployments in day to day work.”

Gal Siloni,
Salesforce Architect Director,
AllCloud.